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ABSTRACT

How quickly can pronoun interpretation a�ect the prediction of a following verb?

Readers were presented with implicit causality contexts in which a speci�c pronoun

and following verb were predictable. N400 and reaction time results indicated that

predictable verbs were facilitated relative to unpredictable verbs when following

predicted pronouns, suggesting that verbal predictions were rapidly updated based

on pronoun interpretation. There was also some evidence for rapid updating of

verb predictions after unexpected pronouns, but this was modulated by individual

di�erences. Some readers appear to have placed higher weight on top�down implicit

causality predictions to interpret unexpected pronouns, and others on bottom�up

information from the gender on the pronoun. These di�erences in turn a�ected the

N400 response to expected and unexpected verbs. The results together demonstrate

that pronouns can be interpreted quickly enough to a�ect predictions about the

following word.
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1. Introduction

Beyond the integration of bottom�up information, sentence comprehension is a�ected

by predictions readers and listeners make about upcoming lexical items (DeLong et

al., 2014; Federmeier & Kutas, 1999; Frade et al., 2022; Lau et al., 2016; Sun, 2022),

syntactic structure (Arai & Keller, 2013; Gibson, 2006; Green et al., 2020; Kazanina

et al., 2007), reference (Grüter et al., 2018; Kehler & Rohde, 2013; Kush & Dillon,

2021; Reuter et al., 2020; Sturt, 2013), coherence relations (Cozijn et al., 2011; Kehler

& Rohde, 2013; Kehler et al., 2008), and so on. One contextual property that reli-

ably impacts readers' expectations is implicit causality. In these contexts, readers and

listeners make predictions about likely next referents based on prior context and ex-

pected coherence relations. For example, readers expect Draco to be mentioned as the

subject of the subsequent clause in the sentence �Harry hated Draco because. . . �. A

large body of research has demonstrated that when implicit-causality predictions are

not met, processing di�culty ensues (e.g. Van Berkum et al., 2007). However, what

is not clear is what cognitive processes underlie that di�culty, and how subsequent

predictions are a�ected.
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Within the research on linguistic prediction more generally, a question of increas-

ing interest is about the speed of the chain-reaction e�ect on later predictions when

additional information is encountered that a�ects word likelihood. Although many

studies have shown that predictions can be updated quite rapidly (e.g. Chow & Chen,

2020), several recent studies have highlighted contexts where this is not the case (e.g.

Chow et al., 2018; Liao & Lau, 2020). In addition, individuals may di�er in how much

they rely on top�down predictions versus bottom�up information during sentence pro-

cessing (Farmer et al., 2005; Hersch & Andrews, 2012; Kaan, 2014).

The current study adds to the literature in these areas by investigating how quickly

readers are able to update lexical predictions about verbs following pronouns that

are either predicted or not predicted based on implicit causality, and whether that is

a�ected by individual di�erences in the cognitive processing of unexpected pronouns.

1.1. Implicit causality and pronoun interpretation

The role of implicit-causality predictions in reference resolution has been well docu-

mented (e.g. Cozijn et al., 2011; Kehler et al., 2008). The focus of attention on speci�c

event participants in comprehenders' mental models allows them to predict who or

what is likely to be mentioned next in the upcoming discourse (Grüter et al., 2018).

For example, readers expect a sentence such as (1) to continue with some statement

of what Ron did to make Hermione angry, such as (1a). When this prediction is not

met, as is the case in (1b), which talks about Hermione instead of Ron, readers ex-

hibit reading slowdowns (Koornneef & Van Berkum, 2006; Stewart et al., 2000) and

show evidence of increased processing di�culty in their event-related potential (ERP)

brain responses (Van Berkum et al., 2007). This demonstrates that readers use implicit

causality to predict upcoming referents, and potentially even speci�c pronouns.

(1) Hermione got angry with Ron when. . .

a. he spilled pumpkin juice on her homework.

b. she spilled pumpkin juice on her homework.

Van Berkum et al. (2007) found that participants exhibited a P600 response to
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pronouns that violated the gender of the referent expected under implicit causality.

The P600 is a posterior positivity that appears roughly 500�1000 ms after the onset

of a word and is thought to index revision/repair strategies initiated after a perceived

morphosyntactic error or other violation (Kaan & Swaab, 2003; Kaan et al., 2000; Os-

terhout & Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995). Van Berkum et al. argued that

the P600 seen in their study was due to a perceived morphosyntactic error, presum-

ably because participants prioritised their implicit causality predictions over the given

gender on the pronoun.

However, this is not the only potential source of processing di�culty for pronouns

with unexpected gender, nor does a P600 in the grand average data mean that each

participant showed the same brain response to unexpected pronouns. Tanner and Van

Hell (2014) found that in response to morphosyntactic errors, the majority of partic-

ipants exhibited an enhanced P600 response, but some instead showed an enhanced

negativity to the errors. They argue that this re�ects individual di�erences in the cog-

nitive approach to dealing with perceived errors. The P600 seen in Van Berkum et al.'s

grand averaged data may thus have obscured individual di�erences in the processing

of unexpected pronouns.

Indeed, Canal et al. (2015) found that in response to pronouns violating the

stereotypical gender of their antecedents, some participants showed a P600, in line

with Van Berkum et al.'s results, but others showed an Nref e�ect, a sustained an-

terior negativity that is sensitive to referential ambiguity (Van Berkum, 2009). This

suggests that some participants did not view the unexpected gender on the pronoun

as a morphosyntactic violation, but simply had more di�culty �nding a referent for

the pronoun. Similarly, Nieuwland and Van Berkum (2008) found that in response to

full noun phrases with ambiguous reference, some participants showed a strong Nref

response, but others exhibited a P600. There is therefore also more than one possible

reason for pronouns violating implicit causality to cause processing di�culty.

Although the previous literature on implicit causality has demonstrated that indi-

viduals consistently make referential predictions in implicit causality contexts and that

there are strong processing costs for violations of those predictions, it remains unclear

what the cognitive source of that cost is, as well as how that may di�er across individu-
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als. This is especially important given recent �ndings that individuals may di�er in the

extent to which they rely on top�down predictions versus bottom�up information in

implicit causality contexts (Johnson & Arnold, 2021) as well as in sentence processing

more generally (Farmer et al., 2005; Hersch & Andrews, 2012; Kaan, 2014).

1.2. Lexical prediction

In addition to referential predictions, a large body of research has demonstrated that

readers and listeners actively predict upcoming lexical items in a probabilistic fashion

(e.g. Frade et al., 2022; Lau et al., 2016). This prediction may involve the preactivation

of words in the lexicon that can spread to not only the predicted word, but also words

semantically related to it (Federmeier & Kutas, 1999). Predictability is often measured

using the N400 ERP component. This component is a negative-going wave that usually

peaks 300�500 ms after the presentation of a word (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas &

Hillyard, 1984), and the amplitude of the N400 is inversely related to the predictability

of a word in context (Lau et al., 2008; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012).

One question that has received recent attention in the prediction literature is

how quickly we are able to update our predictions based on ongoing linguistic input,

and what kinds of information lead to rapid updating of our predictions. Prediction in

sentence processing can sometimes be quite rapid. In one recent study, Szewczyk and

Wodniecka (2020) demonstrated using N400 amplitude that readers can immediately

update their predictions about nouns in Polish based on the gender of a preceding

adjective, regardless of the plausibility of that noun in the context. In another study

using visual-world eyetracking, Chow and Chen (2020) demonstrated that when Man-

darin speakers hear a classi�er that is incompatible with a predicted noun, they are

able to rapidly update their predictions based on the new information. However, as

the authors acknowledge, because this study presented only a small set of images on

the screen, the potential candidates for upcoming nouns was severely limited, and it

is unclear whether listeners would be as quick to update their predictions in a less

constrained context.

Other studies have shown that prediction based on other types of information

such as argument structure is not always fast (Chow et al., 2016). For example, Chow
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et al. (2018) demonstrate that individuals' are unable to use argument-role informa-

tion to make verb predictions (indexed by N400 amplitude) at short latencies (600 ms),

but they are able to at longer a longer latency (1800 ms; see also Liao et al., 2022).

Similarly, Liao and Lau (2020) examined how quickly readers were able to update

predictions about the direct object of the verb based on the computation of complex

verb-argument relations, again using N400 amplitude to index predictability. Their re-

sults demonstrated that participants were slower to use information from resultative

constructions than from coordinate structures to update their predictions. However,

given su�cient time, even verb-argument information from resultatives a�ected pre-

diction.

These results indicate that some types of linguistic information can lead to rapid

updating of predictions, while other types take more time to have an e�ect. However,

further research is needed to understand why this is the case and exactly what types

of information can rapidly a�ect predictions. The current study contributes to our un-

derstanding by examining whether the interpretation of predictable and unpredictable

pronouns in implicit causality contexts has immediate consequences for verb prediction.

On the one hand, successful implicit causality predictions may make further prediction

easier. In (1), for example, not only will the reader predict reference to Ron, but also

something that Ron did to upset Hermione. This may make them predict Ron as an

agent as opposed to Ron as an experiencer or patient. If this argument role is part

of the prediction, then readers may be more likely to be able to use the information

from the expected pronoun he to predict likely verbs (see Garrod et al., 1994, for a

similar claim). On the other hand, a richer prediction of pronoun and argument role

information based on implicit causality may make updating predictions following pro-

nouns that violate that rich prediction even more di�cult. This may also depend on

how di�erent individuals treat the unexpected pronoun. If participants strongly rely on

top�down implicit causality predictions to resolve the pronoun, they may make similar

predictions about the verb regardless of the gender of the pronoun. If, on the other

hand, they are less likely to rely on prediction to resolve reference, they may in turn be

less likely to make predictions about the verb given an already unexpected pronoun.
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1.3. The current study

The current study addresses two main research questions that are left unanswered by

previous literature: (i) how quickly are individuals able to update verb predictions

based on pronoun interpretation in implicit causality contexts, and (ii) what e�ect do

individual di�erences in the processing of pronouns that are inconsistent with implicit

causality predictions have on the prediction and processing of the following verb.

In a 2×2 design, participants were presented with mini stories such as (2), which

contained either a predictable or unpredictable pronoun based on the context; the

following verb was also either predictable or unpredictable based on the expected pro-

noun.

(2) The street Juliet had to cross to get to school was dangerous and busy; however

with the help of Isaiah, Juliet was able to get to the other side of the street.

Crossing Guard Isaiah assisted Preschooler Juliet in front of the school while. . .

a. expected pronoun, expected verb

she crossed the busy intersection.

b. expected pronoun, unexpected verb

she stopped tra�c for everyone to cross.

c. unexpected pronoun, expected verb

he crossed the busy intersection.

d. unexpected pronoun, unexpected verb

he stopped tra�c for everyone to cross.

The e�ects of reading the expected and unexpected pronouns and verbs were

measured in two experiments. Experiment 1 measured reaction times in a maze task.

This experiment addresses the �rst research question by measuring reaction times at

the expected and unexpected verbs as modulated by which pronoun preceded them.

However, the task is not sensitive enough to examine individual di�erences in how

the unexpected pronouns may be processed. Experiment 2 addresses both research

question by measuring ERP e�ects to the pronouns and verbs.

If participants successfully make implicit causality predictions, they should show
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evidence of processing di�culty in response to the unexpected pronouns in both exper-

iments. The type of di�culty seen may di�er across individuals, which would lead to

di�erences in the ERP response to the unexpected pronoun seen in Experiment 2. Fur-

thermore, if readers are able to rapidly update their verb predictions based on pronoun

interpretation, the expected verb should be facilitated following the expected pronoun,

but not following the unexpected pronoun. However, if there are individual di�erences

in the response to unexpected pronouns, then this may also a�ect the prediction and

processing of verbs following unexpected pronouns.

2. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 had two main purposes: to replicate the well-established �nding that

reading a pronoun whose gender contrasts with readers' implicit causality predictions

causes slowdowns, and to determine what e�ect expected and unexpected pronouns

have on the reading times for following expected and unexpected verbs.

Reaction times were measured using a maze task. This task is similar to self-paced

reading, in which participants press a button to see each word �ash on the screen one

at a time. It di�ers in that participants are shown two words at a time: a target and

a competitor. Participants are asked to choose which of the two words continues the

sentence. Although this is not as natural a task as self-paced reading, previous studies

have shown that the maze task elicits similar e�ects as self-paced reading, and in some

cases may even be more e�ective. Boyce et al. (2020) directly compared self-paced

reading to maze, and found that the maze task was much more sensitive than self-

paced reading in detecting processing di�culties resulting from structural ambiguity

resolution. The e�ects were also more localised to the source of that di�culty, since

self-paced reading tends to have strong spill-over e�ects. In addition, the maze task is

less vulnerable to inattentive participants, since attention can be monitored based on

accuracy at each word pair, which is ideal for online data collection (the experiment

was completed during the COVID-19 shutdown when in-person data collection was

impossible).

If participants make implicit causality predictions when reading these items and
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then successfully interpret the pronoun, they should show a slowdown at unexpected

versus expected pronouns (Koornneef & Van Berkum, 2006; Stewart et al., 2000).

We also expect a slowdown for the unexpected verb, but if processing the pronouns

has an immediate e�ect on either the predictions readers make or their processing of

the following verb in general, the slowdown for unexpected verbs may be reduced or

eliminated following unexpected pronouns.

2.1. Participants

Participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk and gave informed consent.

In order to encourage careful completion of the task, participants were told in the

recruitment form that their work would be rejected if it contained too many mistakes.

Data was collected from a total of 50 participants. Of these, 11 participants with

accuracy below 60%, or below 65% with more than 50% of their reaction times below

200 ms, were rejected and did not receive payment. The remaining 39 participants were

paid $8 for their time. The data from 7 additional participants whose accuracy was

below 80% was also excluded from analysis. This resulted in a �nal data set from 32

adult native English speaking participants (12 female, 14 male, 6 unknown; mean age

= 42.5, SD = 13.8; demographic information from 6 participants was not collected due

to a coding error).

The experiment protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

2.2. Materials

Participants viewed stimuli such as those in Table 1. Each item had a preamble setting

up an initial context. This was followed by a �nal sentence, presented in the maze

format, including an implicit causality verb that would lead to prediction of reference

to one of two characters using a speci�c pronoun (either he or she, based on the stereo-

typical gender associated with the characters' names).1 Stimuli were counterbalanced

with respect to whether implicit causality biased toward reference to the character cor-

responding to the subject or object of the main clause. The verb following the predicted
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pronoun was also either predictable or unpredictable based on the preamble/sentence

context and the expected pronoun. The predictability of the expected pronoun and

verb were normed in a separate sentence-completion task. The expected pronoun had

a cloze probability of 0.70 ± 0.13 (mean ± SD); the unexpected pronoun had a cloze

probability of 0.10 ± 0.09. Crucially, the expected verb had a higher cloze probability

than the unexpected verb only after the expected pronoun (0.34 ± 0.20 vs. 0.001 ±

0.007). After the unexpected pronoun, the di�erence in cloze probability between the

expected and unexpected verbs was greatly reduced (0.04 ± 0.07 vs. 0.02 ± 0.07). The

unexpected verb in a given item set was always an expected verb in a di�erent item

set. The items were distributed across 4 lists in a Latin square design such that each

participant saw one version of each item set, and no participant saw the same verb for

more than one item. Each list contained 36 critical items, as well as 54 �llers. The full

set of critical items can be found in the online supplementary material.

Competitor words for the maze task were generated using A-maze (Boyce et

al., 2020). This program uses a language model (Gulordava et al., 2018) to create

distractor words that are generally ungrammatical in the context, but are at least a

poor �t. Competitor words were matched with target words in length and overall log

frequency. The same competitors were used for all conditions that had the same verb

continuations.

2.3. Procedure

Data was collected using Ibex Farm (Alex Drummond: http://spellout.net/ibexfarm).

After giving consent and reading instructions, participants were given three practice

items, followed by the main experiment. For each item, the entire preamble appeared on

the screen �rst. After participants read the preamble, they pressed a key to move onto

the rest of the sentence, which was presented in the maze format. Target�distractor

pairs appeared on the screen one at a time, with location of the target and competitor

on the left or right randomised for each pair (see Figure 1). Participants used the `e'

and `i' keys to select which word continued the sentence. In order for participants to

successfully complete the task, they needed to identify each candidate word, determine

whether or how easily each candidate �t the context, decide which candidate was
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Table 1. Sample item set for Experiment 1. The critical pronoun and verb are in bold. Competitor words are
in parentheses.

Preamble

Known for being able to save even the riskiest pregnancies,

Pre-critical region

Midwife Crystal amazed Nervous Parent Jackson last night when

(x-x-x) (Screwed) (theirs) (Custody) (Urgent) (Painful) (sale) (earth) (jack)

Critical region

Pron. Verb Target clause

exp. exp. she delivered a healthy baby girl.

(seat) (depending) (sir) (granted) (gods) (laws.)

exp. unexp. she answered the phone call about his wife.

(seat) (timeline) (gone) (shall) (cool) (ha) (grow) (exist.)

unexp. exp. he delivered a healthy baby girl.

(seat) (depending) (sir) (granted) (gods) (laws.)

unexp. unexp. he answered the phone call about his wife.

(seat) (timeline) (gone) (shall) (cool) (ha) (grow) (exist.)
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TIME

Preamble

Pre-critical 

target + distractor pairs

Critical pronoun + distractor

Critical verb + distractor

Sentence continuation

Figure 1. Stimulus presentation in Experiment 1.

correct, initiate or complete motor actions to press the corresponding key, and complete

the integration of the chosen candidate into the growing context so that processing of

the next candidate pair could continue.

If the correct word out of a pair was chosen, the next pair appeared. If an incorrect

word was chosen, the participants saw �Incorrect! Please try again.� written above the

two words, and they were able to try again. When participants reached the end of the

sentence, the next sentence preamble automatically appeared. In order to introduce a

slight gami�cation of the task, a running total of correct words selected was displayed

at the top of the screen throughout the experiment.

2.4. Data processing and analysis

Data analysis was completed in R (R Core Team, 2021; RStudio Team, 2021). For

each word pair, the reaction time for participants to make a correct response was

measured. Trials where the participant's initial response was incorrect were removed

from analysis, resulting in a loss of 3.4% of the data.

Log-transformed RTs were analyzed in three di�erent regions: at the critical pro-

noun, at the following verb, and at the word following the verb in order to account

for possible spillover e�ects. Only one spill-over region was analyzed because the study

was speci�cally investigating verb prediction. Haeuser and Kray (2022) found that pre-

dictability e�ects in self-paced reading appear directly on the predictable/unpredictable

word, and that plausibility e�ects appear later, and Boyce et al. (2020) demonstrated
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that e�ects are generally less delayed in the maze task. Husband (2022) also demon-

strates that the maze task is immediately sensitive to word predictability.

For each region of interest, a linear mixed e�ects model was computed using the

lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017), which uses Satterwaithe approximations

to calculate degrees of freedom. Fixed e�ects for all models included pronoun pre-

dictability (expected/unexpected), and for the verb and following region, the models

also included �xed e�ects for verb predictability (expected/unexpected), and its in-

teraction with pronoun predictability. E�ects were sum coded using the car package

(Fox & Weisberg, 2019). In addition, participants and items were crossed, starting

with random intercepts and slopes, and removing one level of complexity until the

model converged without singular �t, following the recommendations of Baayen et al.

(2008) and Barr et al. (2013). The �nal model for the pronoun region was logRT ∼

Pronoun + (1 + Pronoun|Participant) + (1|Item), and for the verb and spillover

regions, it was logRT ∼ Pronoun*Verb + (1 + Pronoun + Verb|Participant) +

(1 + Pronoun + Verb|Item). Tukey-adjusted pairwise follow-up comparisons were

computed for signi�cant interactions using the emmeans package (Lenth, 2021). Main

e�ects are reported only when interactions including those e�ects were not signi�cant.

The full data and statistical analysis are available in the online supplementary

material.

2.5. Results

Reading times for the regions of interest across the four conditions are given in Figure 2.

At the pronoun, there was an e�ect of pronoun predictability, t = -4.09, p<0.001,

with unexpected pronouns read signi�cantly more slowly than expected pronouns

(mean±SD = 841±311 vs. 786±285).

At the verb, there was an interaction of pronoun and verb predictability, t =

-4.61, p<0.001. Follow-up comparisons indicated that unexpected verbs were read

more slowly than expected verbs after expected pronouns (mean±SD = 1198±430

vs. 994±346), t.ratio = -4.90, p<0.001, but not after unexpected pronouns (mean±SD

= 1130±417 vs. 1106±432), t.ratio = -1.00, p>0.1).

The region following the verb (verb+1) showed the same e�ects as at the verb,
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Figure 2. Mean reading times in Experiment 1. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

with a signi�cant interaction between pronoun and verb predictability, t = -3.15,

p=0.002. Follow-up comparisons again revealed an e�ect of verb predictability only

following expected pronouns, with unexpected verbs causing a sustained slowdown

compared to expected verbs (mean±SD = 938±390 vs. 846±299), t.ratio = -2.24, p =

0.030; there was again no e�ect of verb predictability following unexpected pronouns

(mean±SD = 901±385 vs. 902±352), t.ratio = 0.13, p>0.1.

2.6. Discussion

This experiment investigated how quickly verb predictions can be updated based on

pronoun resolution during sentence comprehension. If participants were able to quickly

update their predictions based on the interpretation of the pronoun, then we should

see a stronger e�ect of the unexpected verb when it followed an expected pronoun than

when it followed an unexpected pronoun. The results for Experiment 1 aligned with

this prediction. Reaction times to unexpected pronouns were signi�cantly slower than

to expected pronouns. At the verb, there was an interaction between pronoun and verb

type; unexpected verbs resulted in slowdowns, but only when following the expected

pronoun. After the unexpected pronoun, there was no signi�cant di�erence in reaction

times to unexpected and expected verbs.
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2.6.1. E�ect of unexpected pronouns

The slowdown seen at the unexpected pronoun was not surprising. The contexts of the

sentences led participants to predict that a speci�c character would be referred to based

on implicit causality using a speci�c pronoun�either he or she. When participants

instead encountered a pronoun of the opposite gender, RTs were slowed. Although this

e�ect was expected, RT data alone does not tell us the cognitive di�culty behind the

slowdown.

There are at least four potential reasons participants may have slowed down at

unexpected pronouns. First, participants were predicting that one of the characters

would be mentioned next. When they read the unexpected pronoun, they may have

interpreted it as referring to the other character, in violation of their implicit causality

predictions. The e�ort required to revise their predicted situation model and to retrieve

that unpredicted character from memory could have caused a slowdown. Second, partic-

ipants may not have abandoned their implicit causality predictions at the unexpected

pronoun, and instead may have assumed that the pronoun contained a gender agree-

ment error or typo, but that it was still being used to refer to the predicted character.

Processing this perceived agreement error would also cause a slowdown. Third, it is

possible that upon reading the pronoun, participants did not treat it as a gender agree-

ment error, but still did not want to abandon their implicit causality predictions. The

slowdown may have come from participants reconsidering what pronouns the expected

character prefers. Finally, participants may have simply been unsure who the pronoun

was intended to refer to, resulting in a slowdown due to the e�ort needed to resolve

the unclear reference. Experiment 2 examines these possibilities by measuring ERP

responses to unexpected pronouns in these types of items.

2.6.2. E�ect of unexpected verbs

As for whether reading the pronoun a�ected the processing of the following verb, the

results reveal that the unexpected verb caused a slowdown in reading times only after

the expected verb. When participants had just read an unexpected pronoun, there was

no di�erence in RTs to the expected vs. unexpected verb. This pattern continued into

the following region.
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One possible explanation of these e�ects is that participants were able to rapidly

update their predictions about the verb based on their interpretation of the pronoun.

Reading an expected pronoun led them to predict or strengthen their prediction of the

expected verb, which was then facilitated, leading to faster RTs relative to unpredicted

verbs. On the other hand, when the pronoun was not the one expected, participants

may have not predicted the expected verb at all�or at least not strengthened any prior

predictions they may have had about the verb�based on the unexpected pronoun.

They therefore exhibited similar RTs to both verbs, both being equally unexpected.

One potential alternative to the prediction explanation is that the RTs were not

re�ective of prediction, but of ease of integration into the semantic context. After the

expected pronoun, the expected verb �t the semantic context well and was easy to

integrate, leading to faster RTs than for the unexpected verb. After the unexpected

pronoun, on the other hand, there may have been di�culty integrating either verb

into the semantic context. Although we attempted to make the unexpected verb and

sentence continuation plausible following the unexpected pronoun, this sometimes was

not the case until the end of the sentence. Participants therefore may still have found

it harder to integrate than the expected verb following the expected pronoun.

However, although in the majority of our items the expected and unexpected

verbs had equally low cloze probability following the unexpected pronoun, for �ve of

the items, the �unexpected� verb actually had higher cloze probability after the unex-

pected pronoun than the �expected� verb. An exploratory analysis of these �ve items

(see the supplementary materials) suggests that participants may indeed have been

making predictions about the upcoming verb based on even the unexpected pronoun's

interpretation, lending support to the prediction interpretation of the results. Given

that there were so few items that had this property, though, this support is tentative

and simply presents a hypothesis for future research.

Finally, the e�ects here may be due to a combination of factors. Garrod et al.

(1994) used a similar design manipulating pronoun and following verb plausibility in

an eyetracking-while-reading study. They argued for a constraint satisfaction model

of sentence processing in which readers take pronoun gender, verb bias, and discourse

focus immediately into account when interpreting the verb following a pronoun. In the
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current experiment, it is possible that predictions about both the pronoun and verb,

as well as integration di�culty, all contributed to the e�ects seen.

Although the source of the results in Experiment 1 is not completely clear, the

�ndings demonstrate that reading a pronoun that is consistent or inconsistent with

implicit causality predictions has an immediate e�ect on the processing of a following

expected or unexpected verb. Experiment 2 uses EEG to examine possible sources for

that immediate e�ect.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 addresses two main questions: (i) whether readers can indeed make

rapid predictions about the following verb based on pronoun interpretation, and (ii)

what e�ect individual di�erences in the processing of unexpected pronouns (if they

exist) have on the prediction and processing of the following verb. These questions

were examined by presenting participants with the same type of sentences as used in

Experiment 1 while recording their brain responses using EEG.

Regarding the �rst question, if the facilitation of the expected verb following the

expected pronoun in Experiment 1 was due to participants rapidly making predictions

about the upcoming verb based on the interpretation of the pronoun, then we should

expect a reduced N400 to the expected versus unexpected verb following an expected

pronoun. However, predictions cannot always be updated quickly (Chow et al., 2016,

2018; Liao & Lau, 2020). Because of this, the Experiment 1 results may also have

been due to other aspects of processing such as integration. If this is the case in

this experiment, then we would either not expect a reduced N400 at the expected

verb following the expected pronoun, or we might expect the same facilitation at the

expected verb regardless of pronoun. The latter would be predicted if people not only

begin making predictions about the pronoun but also the verb prior to reading the

pronoun.

As for the second question, previous studies have found three kinds of brain re-

sponses to pronouns whose gender violates participants' likely predictions or to other

forms of reference with similar violations. First, Van Berkum et al. (2007) found a
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P600 response to pronouns violating implicit causality predictions and argued that

readers assumed the pronoun contained a morphosyntactic error. A P600 may also be

elicited if participants initiate revision or repair strategies either in their representa-

tion of the gender of the characters, or in their initial interpretation of the pronoun

(Kaan & Swaab, 2003; Kolk & Chwilla, 2007; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2008). In

this experiment, if participants give higher weight to their top�down implicit causality

predictions, they may show a similar response, and treat the unexpected gender on the

pronoun as an error, leading to a similar P600 e�ect at the unexpected pronoun. On

the other hand, if participants give more weight to the bottom�up gender information

on the pronoun and treat the pronoun as referring to the unexpected character, they

may exhibit an N400 due to the unexpected reference (Almor et al., 2017). A �nal

possibility is that participants may simply not know how to interpret the pronoun,

resulting in an Nref e�ect (Canal et al., 2015).

Finally, how people treat the unexpected pronouns may in turn a�ect their expec-

tations and processing of the following verb. If participants give higher weight to the

bottom�up gender information on the pronoun and assume it refers to the unexpected

character, resulting in an N400, or if they are unsure who the pronoun refers to and

exhibit an Nref, then they would have no reason to predict the �expected� verb, and

we would expect no di�erence in N400 at the verb following unexpected pronouns.

If, on the other hand, participants give higher weight to their top�down predictions

and assume the pronoun has a morphosyntactic error, they may still have reason to

make the same verb predictions regardless of which pronoun they read. This would

lead to a similar reduction of the N400 for the expected verb following both expected

and unexpected pronouns. However, it may also be the case that dealing with the per-

ceived morphosyntactic error is enough to disrupt or inhibit the prediction process, in

which case the reduced N400 to expected verbs may still be stronger following expected

pronouns.

3.1. Participants

Eighteen native speakers of English (mean age: 22.4; SD: 2.3; 14 female, 12 male)

were recruited at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), and re-
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ceived $20�30 or class credit to participate in this study. An additional 18 participants

(mean age: 22.4; SD: 5.6; 16 female, 2 male) were recruited at Brigham Young Univer-

sity (BYU) and received $24�30 for their participation. All 36 participants were right

handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants gave informed

consent, and the experiment protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards

at both UIUC and BYU.

3.2. Materials

Materials for Experiment 2 included the 36 item sets from Experiment 1 (without the

competitor words), as well as 60 additional item sets of similar design. For each item,

participants were presented with a preamble setting up the initial context, followed by

the target sentence, which included an implicit causality verb leading to the prediction

of reference to one of the characters using a speci�c pronoun. Items were again normed

in an online cloze study on Ibex Farm. For the critical items in Experiment 2, the cloze

probabilities of the expected and unexpected pronouns were 0.69 ± 0.13 and 0.11 ±

0.09, respectively. After the expected pronoun, the cloze probability of the expected

verb was 0.25 ± 0.18, and the unexpected verb 0.002 ± 0.01. Following the unexpected

pronoun, the di�erence between the two verbs was greatly reduced: the expected verb

had a cloze probability of 0.03 ± 0.05, and the unexpected verb 0.01 ± 0.04.

The 96 critical item sets were distributed across four lists in a Latin square design,

so that each participant saw a total of 24 items in each condition. These were combined

with 144 �llers, for a total of 240 items per list. One third of the items were followed

by a comprehension question in order to monitor attention. This included 15 questions

that speci�cally asked about the referent of the target pronoun in a given critical

item. This was done in order to measure whether participants tended to interpret the

pronoun according to the intended gender of the characters in the story.

The full set of critical items can be found in the online supplementary material.
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Figure 3. Stimulus presentation in Experiment 2.

3.3. Procedure

Participants were �tted with an EEG cap and sat in front of a computer screen. Stimuli

were presented on a black screen in white 36 pt font using Paradigm (Perception Re-

search Systems, 2007). Each item began with a ready screen, and participants pressed

a button on a response pad to continue. After a 500 ms blank screen, the preamble

appeared on the screen. After reading the preamble, participants pressed a key to con-

tinue. This was followed by a 200 ms blank screen, a �xation cross in the middle of

the screen for 350 ms, and another 250 ms blank screen. The rest of the sentence was

then presented one word at a time in rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) format.

Each word appeared for 300 ms in the middle of the screen, followed by a 200 ms blank

screen, for a total SOA of 500 ms (see Figure 3). The �nal word of the sentence was

followed by a 740 ms blank screen. The comprehension question then appeared for a

subset of trials, along with two potential answers. Participants responded by pressing

a button on the response pad. The location of the correct response�right or left�was

counterbalanced across items. After participants responded, there was a 240 ms blank

screen, after which the ready screen for the following item appeared. The experiment

began with four practice items. The 240 main items were split into six blocks of 40

items each, with a break between blocks.
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3.4. Data acquisition, processing, and analysis

Continuous EEG was recorded from 28 passive tin scalp electrodes mounted on an

elastic cap (Electro-Cap International) in an electromagnetically shielded booth at

UIUC, and from 30 active Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted in an EasyCap in a non-

shielded room at BYU. The con�guration of the channels at the two sites was identical

with the exception of the two additional channels built into the caps at BYU (FT9 and

FT10). To combine the data, those two electrodes were removed from the BYU data,

leaving identical cap con�gurations. Electrodes were placed in accordance with the

extended 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958), with reference electrodes on both mastoids. At

UIUC, eye movements and blinks were recorded through 3 electrodes: two at the outer

canthus of each eye, and one below the left eye. At BYU, an additional electrode was

placed above the left eye for bipolar recording of both the HEOG and VEOG. Although

bipolar recording of the VEOG component at UIUC was not used, blink artifacts were

still large enough in the data to be detected and corrected. The EEG was ampli�ed at

UIUC using a BrainAmp DC bioampli�er system, and at BYU using the actiCHamp

Plus system (both from Brain Products Gmbh, Gilchin, Germany) and digitised with

a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, an online 250 Hz low-pass �lter, and a 0.016 Hz high-pass

�lter (10s time constant), referenced online to the right mastoid. Impedances were held

at or below 5 kΩs for the passive electrodes at UIUC (one participant had one electrode

at 6 kΩs), and below 20 kΩs for the active electrodes at BYU (one participant had a

single electrode at 29 kΩs). Although the single electrodes for these two participants

had higher impedance, they were subject to the same �ltering and artifact rejection as

the other electrodes.

O�ine processing was conducted with the Brainvision Analyzer software (Version

2.2.1). A 0.1 to 30 Hz bandpass zero phase-shift Butterworth IIR �lter (order 2) was

applied to the continuous EEG. After �ltering, large artifacts were removed semi-

automatically based on a maximum gradient of 100 µV/ms, a maximum peak-to-peak

threshold of 200 µV, an overall maximum voltage threshold of ±150 µV, and minimum

activity threshold of 0.5 µV. These thresholds were adjusted for each individual based

on visual inspection. Individual channels with an excessively large number of artifacts

were topographically interpolated by spherical splines (order 4), with a maximum of
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two interpolated channels per participant. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was

then used to isolate and remove artifacts related to eye movements and blinks. The

data was then re-referenced to the average of both mastoids. The continuous EEG was

then epoched from -200 to 1300 ms relative to the onset of the pronoun, with baseline

correction based on the 200 ms prior to pronoun onset. This epoch was chosen in order

to capture ERP responses to both the pronoun and verb. This was followed by another

round of artifact rejection to remove epochs with smaller artifacts (max gradient: 75

µV/ms; peak-to-peak threshold: 150 µV; max amplitude: ±100 µV/ms; low activity

threshold: 0.5 µV in a 50 ms moving window). There were very few artifacts in the data

for most participants after ICA. The overall rejection rate across participants after all

data cleaning was 2.1% (range: 0�15.6%; SD: 3.3%).

To then analyze the e�ects of pronoun and verb predictability, linear mixed-

e�ects models were �t looking at ERP responses in the 300�500 ms, 500�800 ms, and

800�1000 ms windows after the onset of the pronoun. The �rst two time windows were

selected to capture di�erent potential responses to unexpected pronouns. An N400

would be expected to cause a posterior negativity in the 300�500 ms window, a P600

a posterior positivity in the 500�800 ms window, and an Nref an anterior negativity in

both time windows. Since the verbs appeared on the screen 500 ms after the pronouns,

the third time window represents the N400 window for the verb (300�500 ms after

verb onset). The P600 window for the verb was not examined because the research

questions focused only on whether verb predictions, re�ected in the N400 response to

the verb, are a�ected by individual di�erences in pronoun processing.

Fixed e�ects in the models for the 300�500 ms and 500�800 ms windows in-

cluded pronoun predictability (sum coded) and anteriority (as an ordered factor with

orthogonal polynomial contrasts, based on seven levels of anteriority: Fp, F, FC, C,

CP, P, O). Polynomial coding was used in order to be able to test whether anteri-

ority linearly a�ected the size of the e�ect of pronoun predictability (i.e. the size of

the e�ect increased or decreased steadily moving from anterior to posterior regions),

as well as whether there were quadratic (e.g. the size of the e�ect increases, then de-

creases), or more complex e�ects of anteriority (Brehm & Alday, 2022; Schad et al.,

2020). Random intercepts by participants and random slopes for pronoun predictabil-
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ity were also included. Hemisphere was not included as a �xed e�ect in the model

because none of the hypothesised ERP responses di�er across hemisphere. In addition,

random e�ects for items were not included because the EEG was recorded with sep-

arate triggers for each condition, but not for individual items; the models therefore

were based on mean amplitude for each participant. The model for these time win-

dows was µV ∼ Pronoun*Anteriority + (1 + Pronoun|Participant). In addition

to the �xed e�ects in the earlier time windows, the model for the 800�1000 ms win-

dow included �xed e�ects for verb predictability (sum coded) and its interaction with

pronoun predictability, with random intercepts by participant and random slopes for

pronoun and verb predictability and their interaction. The model this region was µV ∼

Pronoun*Verb*Anteriority + (1 + Pronoun*Verb|Participant). For both models,

only results including the highest-order interaction terms with both cluster and pro-

noun/verb predictability are reported where signi�cant. Otherwise lower-order terms

were examined, as long as pronoun/verb predictability was included. Follow-up com-

parisons were again computed using the emmeans package.

Mean accuracy on the comprehension questions was also measured for all com-

prehension questions together, as well as separately for only those questions that had

to do with �nal, o�ine interpretation of the pronoun. Because the items were created

with the intent that the characters would be of a stereotypical gender, these questions

were coded as �correct� if the interpretation of the pronoun re�ected that stereotypical

gender.

The full data and statistical analysis are available in the online supplementary

material.

3.5. Results

3.5.1. ERP responses

Grand average ERP waveforms at the Fz, Cz, and Pz electrodes for each condition as

well as topoplots showing the e�ect of pronoun predictability and verb predictability

following expected and unexpected pronouns are given in Figure 4 (ERPs at all elec-

trodes are given in the supplementary materials). Visual inspection of the data suggests
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Figure 4. Left: Grand average ERPs for Experiment 2 at Fz, Cz, and Pz. Negative is plotted up. The dotted
vertical line indicates the onset of the presentation of the verb. A 15 Hz low-pass �lter was applied for plotting
ERP waveforms only. Right: Topographic distribution of ERP e�ects for pronoun predictability in the 300�500
ms and 500�800 ms windows, and for verb predictability following expected and unexpected pronouns in the
800�1000 ms window post pronoun onset.

that relative to expected pronouns, unexpected pronouns elicited a large, broadly dis-

tributed positivity, with the strongest e�ect in posterior regions in the 500�800 ms

window after the presentation of the pronoun (i.e. a P600 e�ect). Furthermore, unex-

pected verbs appear to have elicited a large posterior negativity relative to expected

verbs 300�500 ms after the presentation of the verb (800�1000 ms after the pronoun;

i.e. an N400 e�ect), but only after expected pronouns.

However, inspection of individual participants' responses to the unexpected pro-

noun revealed that a posterior positivity was only elicited for a subset of the partic-

ipants. Others showed a strong negativity in response to the unexpected pronoun. In

addition, in comments after the experiment was completed, a few participants made ob-

servations about the unexpected pronouns that indicated di�erences in how they were

being processed. One, for example, stated that they thought the experiment must be

investigating individuals' preferred and non-preferred gendered pronoun use. Another

said they noticed some typos in the pronouns. In order to analyze the e�ect of indi-
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vidual di�erences on pronoun and verb processing, we measured the mean amplitude

di�erence for each participant between the expected and unexpected pronouns over

anterior and posterior electrodes for the 300�500 and 500�800 ms windows after the

onset of the pronoun, and used k-means clustering to identify groups of participants

with similar neural responses. Using the silhouette method in the factoextra pack-

age in R (Kassambara & Mundt, 2020), it was determined that the optimal number

of clusters was two. Cluster 1 included 15 participants, and Cluster 2 had 21 partici-

pants. Which cluster participants belonged to (sum coded) was then included as predic-

tor in the analyses (pronoun regions: µV ∼ Cluster*Pronoun*Anteriority + (1 +

Pronoun|Participant); verb region: µV ∼ Cluster*Pronoun*Verb*Anteriority +

(1 + Pronoun*Verb|Participant); results of the models on the grand average data

without taking into account individual di�erences can be found in the supplementary

material).

ERP waveforms and topoplots for Cluster 1 are illustrated in Figure 5 and for

Cluster 2 in Figure 6. In the 300�500 ms time window after the onset of the pronoun,

there was a signi�cant interaction between cluster and pronoun, t = -6.89, p<0.001.

Follow-up comparisons indicated that for Cluster 1, unexpected pronouns elicited a

negativity relative to expected pronouns, z.ratio = -6.11, p<0.001; for Cluster 2, unex-

pected pronouns elicited a positivity, z.ratio = 3.45, p<0.001. There was no interaction

with anteriority in this time window, so the responses were broadly distributed.

In the 500�800 ms window, there was again a cluster by pronoun interaction, t

= -5.75, p<0.001, as well as an interaction between cluster, pronoun, and the linear

component of the anteriority variable, t = 2.28, p = 0.023. Follow-up comparisons

to these interactions revealed that ERPs to the unexpected pronoun were again more

negative than to the expected pronoun for Cluster 1, z.ratio = -3.13, p = 0.002, but this

negativity was now strongest in anterior channels, z.ratio = 4.03, p<0.001. For Cluster

2, the unexpected pronoun produced a positivity, z.ratio = 5.21, p<0.001, again with

no e�ect of anteriority, z.ratio = 1.24, p>0.1.

In the 800�1000 ms window (i.e. 300�500 ms after the presentation of the verb),

there was a signi�cant interaction between cluster, pronoun, verb, and linear anteriority,

t = 3.52, p<0.001. Unexpected verbs led to a stronger negativity than expected verbs
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Figure 5. Results for Cluster 1 only. Left: ERPs for Experiment 2 at Fz, Cz, and Pz. Negative is plotted up.
The dotted vertical line indicates the onset of the presentation of the verb. A 15 Hz low-pass �lter was applied
for plotting ERP waveforms only. Right: Topographic distribution of ERP e�ects for pronoun predictability
in the 300�500 ms and 500�800 ms windows, and for verb predictability following expected and unexpected
pronouns in the 800�1000 ms window post pronoun onset.
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Figure 6. Results for Cluster 2 only. Left: ERPs for Experiment 2 at Fz, Cz, and Pz. Negative is plotted up.
The dotted vertical line indicates the onset of the presentation of the verb. A 15 Hz low-pass �lter was applied
for plotting ERP waveforms only. Right: Topographic distribution of ERP e�ects for pronoun predictability
in the 300�500 ms and 500�800 ms windows, and for verb predictability following expected and unexpected
pronouns in the 800�1000 ms window post pronoun onset.
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in posterior regions following expected pronouns for both Cluster 1, z.ratio = -2.52, p

= 0.012, and Cluster 2, z.ratio = -2.12, p = 0.034. Cluster 2 also showed a signi�cant,

albeit weaker, posterior negativity to unexpected verbs following unexpected pronouns,

t=-2.20, p = 0.028. By contrast, responses to unexpected verbs following unexpected

pronouns in Cluster 1 were less negative in posterior regions compared to the expected

verb, z.ratio = 3.93, p<0.001.

In sum, participants in Cluster 1 showed a negativity in response to the unex-

pected pronoun. This negativity was broadly distributed in the 300�500 ms window. In

the 500�800 ms window, the e�ect was smaller, and strongest over anterior electrodes.

Participants in Cluster 2, on the other hand, showed a broadly distributed positivity

in response to the unexpected pronoun that was strongest in the 500�800 ms window.

As for responses to verbs, Cluster 1 showed a posterior negativity to unexpected verbs

following expected pronouns, but the reverse following unexpected pronouns, with ex-

pected verbs showing a stronger posterior negativity than unexpected verbs. Cluster

2 showed a greater posterior negativity to unexpected verbs than to expected verbs

after both expected and unexpected pronouns, but the di�erence was stronger after

expected pronouns.

3.5.2. Question accuracy

Total accuracy for all questions was 0.92±0.04 (mean±SD). For the 15 questions specif-

ically asking about the referent of the pronoun, accuracy was 0.83±0.14. Accuracy

between the two clusters was compared using independent-samples t-tests. There was

no di�erence between clusters on overall accuracy (Cluster 1: 0.92±0.04; Cluster 2:

0.92±0.04), t = 0.42, p>0.1, or on questions asking about the referent of the pronoun

(Cluster 1: 0.86±0.13; Cluster 2: 0.81±0.14), t = 0.96, p>0.1.

3.6. Discussion

Experiment 2 investigated two main questions: �rst, whether readers can rapidly up-

date their predictions about upcoming verbs based on pronoun interpretation, and

second, whether verb prediction is a�ected by potential individual di�erences in pro-
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noun processing, as indexed by ERP responses to unexpected pronouns. The results

provide evidence that readers can indeed rapidly update their verb predictions after

reading an expected pronoun. The e�ect of reading an unexpected pronoun on verb

predictions is modulated by individual di�erences in how that pronoun is processed.

It is worth noting that the number of participants and items in this experiment is

slightly lower than what has been used in some other studies of individual di�erences

in ERPs. For example, Tanner and Van Hell (2014) looked at ERP responses to verb

tense and agreement violations and found that some individuals respond with an N400

and others a P600. Their experiment had a total of 42 participants, each of which saw

30 items per condition. The current study, on the other hand, had 36 participants who

each saw 24 items per condition. The relatively small number of items is less of an

issue when looking at responses to unexpected pronouns, since that analysis collapses

across verb types, resulting in 48 items each of expected and unexpected pronouns,

a total which exceeds the number of items per condition presented in Tanner and

Van Hell (2014) as well as other previous work the current experiment builds on (e.g.

Van Berkum et al., 2007). In addition, the total number of participants in the current

experiment exceeds that seen in some other studies that have examined individual

di�erences in ERP responses (Canal et al., 2015; Grey, 2022), and the smaller of the

two clusters had almost 70% more participants than the smallest group in Tanner and

Van Hell's experiment. Given the large number of items per pronoun type, the number

of participants in the current study should be su�cient to demonstrate qualitative

di�erences in how individuals responded to unexpected pronouns. As for the verb

region, in which there were 24 items per condition, in a recent study, Kim et al. (2023)

found that with 25 items, even as little as 10 participants was su�cient to reach over

85% power in examining N400 responses to semantic anomalies. Even though the N400

e�ect in the current study is smaller in magnitude than that seen in Kim et al.'s study,

the number of items in the current study should give enough power to detect N400

e�ects even in the smaller of the two clusters. In short, even though the number of

participants is slightly lower in the current study than in some research, the number of

items in each condition in the pronoun regions is higher, and even in the verb region,

which had fewer items per condition, the number of items should be enough to detect
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the e�ects of interest with su�cient power.

3.6.1. Updating verb predictions based on pronoun interpretation

For the �rst research question, it was hypothesised that if verb predictions were based

at least in part on reading the expected pronoun, there would be an N400 e�ect at

the unexpected verb relative to the expected verb following the expected pronoun.

This prediction was con�rmed in both the grand average data and within both clus-

ters of participants. When participants read a pronoun that was consistent with their

implicit causality predictions, they subsequently showed an enhanced posterior neg-

ativity to unexpected verbs than to expected verbs, the expectation being driven by

that pronoun's interpretation.

However, this on its own does not necessarily mean that they were rapidly up-

dating their predictions based on the pronoun. If participants were predictively inter-

preting the expected pronoun before encountering it (see, e.g., Arnold, 2010; Rohde

& Kehler, 2013), then they may have also been making predictions about the verb

prior to encountering the pronoun, potentially leading to the N400 e�ect seen at the

verb following expected pronouns. In o�ine cloze data, when participants were not

given any pronoun, they completed the sentence beginning with a gerund form of the

expected verb 1% of the time, and with a pronoun or other subject followed by the

expected verb another 18% of the time. Although the pronouns used in Experiment 2

items were much more probable than the verb at that point�they had a cloze value

of 0.69�the expected verb may still have been preactivated to at least a small degree,

if words are preactivated in a probabilistic fashion (Frade et al., 2022). Still, even if

participants were predicting the verb prior to the pronoun, the pronoun was likely to

boost the activation for the predicted verb; the o�ine cloze of the expected verb when

given the expected pronoun was 0.25.

That the expected pronoun at least signi�cantly boosted the prediction of the

expected verb is especially likely when comparing the e�ect at the verb following ex-

pected pronouns to the e�ects seen following unexpected pronouns, similar to what

was seen in the reaction time data in Experiment 1. Failed predictions are subject to

lingering activation with gradual decay (Rich & Harris, 2021). Therefore, if the N400
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e�ect seen at the verb following expected pronouns was due only to preactivation of

the verb prior to the pronoun, then we might expect there to be a similar N400 e�ect to

the unexpected verb even after an unexpected pronoun, since the expected verb would

still have some lingering activation. The fact that the N400 response to unexpected

verbs following unexpected pronouns is reduced for Cluster 2 and is even reversed for

Cluster 1 indicates that reading the expected pronouns caused at the very least a rapid

boost in the preactivation of the expected verb. This is also in line with Sun (2022),

who argues that predictions may be boosted based on con�rmatory evidence, but not

canceled based on discon�rmatory evidence.

We therefore see evidence that upon encountering an expected pronoun in an

implicit causality context, participants are able to rapidly update their predictions

about the following verb.

3.6.2. Individual di�erences in pronoun processing and their e�ect on verb processing

Our second research question was how verb prediction is a�ected by potential individ-

ual di�erences in the processing of unexpected pronouns. The grand average response

to unexpected pronouns included a late positivity (P600), consistent with what was

found by Van Berkum et al. (2007), who argued that the response indicates that par-

ticipants at least initially treat the pronoun as containing a gender agreement error.

However, examination of individual responses in the current data revealed that a P600

response was only seen in a subset of participants. This indicates that there were indeed

individual di�erences in how participants treated the unexpected pronoun.

In response to the unexpected pronoun, it was hypothesised that if readers rely

more on the bottom�up information from the gender cue on the pronoun than to their

implicit causality predictions, then one of two responses could be possible. If partic-

ipants were unsure who the pronoun was meant to refer to, then they might exhibit

an Nref e�ect, similar to what was found for some of the participants in Canal et al.

(2015). Or participants may have just been surprised that the unexpected character

was being referred to, which may have led to an N400 e�ect at the unexpected pro-

noun, caused by reduced reference likelihood (Almor et al., 2017). This appears to

have been the case for Cluster 1 participants. In response to the unexpected pronoun,
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this cluster showed a broadly distributed negativity 300�500 ms after the presentation

of the pronoun. The distribution of this e�ect suggests an N400 response. However,

this was followed by a sustained anterior negativity, suggesting that this cluster also

included an Nref response to unexpected pronouns. Cluster 1 participants were there-

fore either surprised at the mention of the unexpected character or unsure who the

pronoun referred to. It may also be the case that some participants responded with

an N400 and others with an Nref. However, the k-means clustering algorithm still put

the participants together in a single cluster, so possible di�erences within the cluster

were not analyzed. In either case, these participants may have assigned less weight

to implicit causality predictions, relying instead on the bottom�up cues given by the

pronoun itself.

If, however, participants assigned greater weight to their top�down referential

predictions, they might have at least initially interpreted unexpected pronouns as re-

ferring to the character predicted by implicit causality. They may then have either

assumed that the unexpected pronoun had a gender agreement error or typo, or they

may have attempted to repair or revise their initial interpretation or representation,

perhaps by revisiting their assumptions about which pronouns characters would use.

Either possibility would be expected to induce a P600 e�ect (Kaan & Swaab, 2003;

Kolk & Chwilla, 2007; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2008; Van Berkum et al., 2007). This

was what was found for Cluster 2 participants, who exhibited a broadly-distributed

positivity to unexpected pronouns that was strongest in the 500�800 ms window after

the presentation of the pronoun. This suggests that Cluster 2 participants did assign

greater weight to their top�down implicit causality predictions rather than relying on

the bottom�up gender cues on the pronoun, at least in their initial processing of the

pronoun. They may have assumed that the pronouns contained a typo, or they may

have revised their initial pronoun interpretation or their initial assumptions about

which pronouns characters in the stories would use. This last possibility is supported

by one Cluster 2 participant's comment during the experiment. They said, �I thought

Talia was a girl's name, but I guess it wasn't.� This suggests that they were indeed

interpreting the unexpected pronoun in line with their implicit causality predictions,

and just assumed that the predicted referent used di�erent pronouns than they initially
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thought.

These results reveal individual di�erences in how readers react to con�ict between

their top�down implicit causality predictions and the bottom�up gender information

on a pronoun. Some readers assign greater weight to the bottom�up gender information

and assume that the con�ict arises from incorrect referential predictions or ambiguous

reference, leading to an N400/Nref; others assign greater weight to their top�down

predictions and assume that the unexpected gender on the pronoun is either itself

an error, or that it reveals an error in their earlier semantic representation of the

characters that requires revision, leading to a P600. Interestingly, these di�erences in

pronoun processing did not appear to persist to sentence-�nal interpretations, when

looking at all questions asking about pronoun interpretation. The two clusters did

not di�er in their o�ine comprehension question accuracy, even on the few questions

that asked speci�cally about the pronoun. It appears, then, that regardless of how

participants initially reacted to the unexpected pronoun, they ended up interpreting

the pronouns the same way in the majority of cases.

However an exploratory analysis of comprehension question accuracy suggests

that there was a marginal di�erence in responses to questions about the referent of

unexpected pronouns only (t = 1.79, p = 0.082), with Cluster 1 participants more

likely than Cluster 2 to interpret the pronoun o�ine as referring to the character that

matched it in stereotypical gender (proportion of �correct� question responses with

apparent reference to character with stereotypical gender for pronoun: 0.76±0.37 for

Cluster 1, 0.42±0.58 for Cluster 2). This was a very small subset of items (each partici-

pant saw anywhere from three to twelve items asking about the referent of unexpected

pronouns), and the results can therefore be interpreted at most as suggestive that

even in o�ine judgments, Cluster 1 participants may have been more likely to rely

on bottom�up information from the pronoun and Cluster 2 participants on top�down

referential predictions.

What causes these di�erences in pronoun interpretation or processing strategy

is uncertain. Clusters were determined based on the recorded data itself, rather than

on individual characteristics of participants, and the two clusters were fairly uniform

in external measures. Based on an exploratory analysis of the clusters, there was no
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di�erence in the reported gender or handedness of the participants in the two clus-

ters or in which university they were attending. However, the two clusters did di�er

signi�cantly in age, with Cluster 2 having a slightly younger and more uniform age

range (Cluster 1: 23.3±6.2 years (mean±SD); Cluster 2: 19.9±1.4 years, t = 2.43, p =

0.021). It may be the case, then, that the younger participants were more likely to rely

on their top�down predictions in interpreting the unexpected pronoun. I will return to

this point in the general discussion.

Regardless of the underlying cause of the di�erences seen in pronoun processing,

these di�erences had a signi�cant e�ect on participants' verb predictions. Cluster 1

participants' responses to verbs following unexpected pronouns included a less nega-

tive response to unexpected verbs than to expected verbs in posterior regions. The

morphology of the ERP waveform suggests that this is due to an enhanced N400 to

expected verbs. This suggests that the �expected� verbs were more di�cult to process

than �unexpected� verbs. One possible explanation of the combined response to un-

expected pronouns and unexpected verbs in Cluster 1 is that when these participants

read the unexpected pronoun, they interpreted it as not referring to the character pre-

dicted by implicit causality (even if they were unsure who it was being used to refer to).

Based on that interpretation, they rapidly updated their predictions about the verb,

and were thereafter surprised to read the �expected� verb, which would be associated

with the originally predicted character, leading to an enhanced N400 relative to when

that verb appeared after the expected pronoun.

As for Cluster 2, which exhibited a P600 to the unexpected pronoun, if these par-

ticipants' initial interpretation of the pronoun was indeed consistent with their implicit

causality predictions, then they might be expected to make the same predictions about

the following verb as when they had read the expected pronoun. This would result in

the same N400 e�ect to the unexpected vs. expected verb, regardless of pronoun. This

hypothesis was partially con�rmed. Unexpected verbs showed a greater N400 response

compared to expected verbs, regardless of pronoun, suggesting that the expected verb

was predicted in either case. However, the di�erence between unexpected and expected

verbs was smaller following unexpected pronouns. One possible explanation for this is

that having to deal with the unexpected pronoun was enough to limit participants'
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ability to make predictions about the verb. This could have led to weaker predictions

about the verb, which would account for the relatively weak N400 e�ect. An alternative

explanation is that dealing with the unexpected pronoun caused these participants to

not make any new predictions, in which case the N400 e�ect seen could be due to

lingering activation from verb predictions prior to the pronoun, as discussed above. In

either case, this response di�ers from Cluster 1, indicating that individual di�erences

in how individuals responded to the unexpected pronoun did have an immediate e�ect

on their prediction and processing of the following verbs.

4. General discussion

This paper has investigated how quickly readers can update their predictions about a

following verb based on pronoun interpretation, as well as whether that is a�ected by

individual di�erences in how an unexpected pronoun is processed. Stimuli for Experi-

ments 1 and 2 consisted of contexts in which a speci�c pronoun was highly likely based

on implicit causality predictions, and in which a speci�c verb was also predictable

following that expected pronoun. The e�ects of pronoun and verb predictability were

measured using reaction time measures in a maze task (Experiment 1) and with ERPs

(Experiment 2).

4.1. Individual di�erences in pronoun processing: top�down vs. bottom�up

cues

The results of Experiment 1 replicated �ndings from previous literature (e.g. Koorn-

neef & Van Berkum, 2006; Stewart et al., 2000) that unexpected pronouns cause a

slowdown in processing relative to pronouns predicted based on implicit causality. RTs

alone, however, do not make it clear what the source of this slowdown is. Participants

may have been surprised that the unexpected character was being referred to or sim-

ply been unsure who the intended referent of the pronoun was; or they may have seen

the unexpected gender on the pronoun as a morphosyntactic error or typo, or that

the gender representations they had formed for the characters were incorrect. Experi-

ment 2 examined the possible underlying cognitive processing di�erences in response
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to unexpected pronouns across individuals using ERPs.

Experiment 2 revealed two qualitatively di�erent reactions to unexpected pro-

nouns. Some participants showed an enhanced N400/Nref response. Almor et al. (2017)

argue that the N400 is sensitive to reference predictability, and Van Berkum (2009)

argues that the Nref appears when there is unclear reference. This suggests that these

participants interpreted the pronoun as referring to an unexpected character, in viola-

tion of their implicit causality predictions, or that they were unsure who the pronoun

referred to. In either case, they placed higher weight on the bottom�up gender infor-

mation on the pronoun than their top�down predictions about likely next referents.

By contrast, other participants showed an increased P600 in response to the un-

expected pronoun. Van Berkum et al. (2007) found a similar response to implicit-

causality-violating pronouns and argued that it re�ected a perceived gender violation.

However, it could also be due to participants revising their initial interpretation or rep-

resentation of the gender of the characters in the story (Kaan & Swaab, 2003; Kolk &

Chwilla, 2007; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2008). In either case, participants appear to

have given higher weight to their top�down implicit causality predictions and at least

initially interpreted the pronoun in line with their referential predictions. Responses to

questions speci�cally asking about the referent of unexpected pronouns suggests that

these di�erences might have continued into o�ine judgments, with participants ex-

hibiting a positivity to unexpected pronouns being marginally more likely to interpret

pronouns based on their top�down predictions than those who exhibited a negativity.

However, this possibility is based on a very small number of items, so the question

of whether the e�ects seen here in the ERP responses carries over into later o�ine

interpretations is left for future research.

The results illustrate that there are individual di�erences in the processing of

unexpected pronouns in implicit causality contexts. Some participants are more likely

to rely on top�down predictions in reference resolution, and others more on bottom�up

information. This study did not, however, directly investigate why individuals would

di�er in this way. Instead, k-means clustering was used to identify clusters of individuals

based directly on the recorded ERP responses to the pronoun. The only signi�cant

di�erence we found between the clusters in terms of individual characteristics measured
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was a small di�erence in age. Cluster 2 participants were on average around three

years younger than Cluster 1 participants. Although it seems unlikely that this small

di�erence would cause a change in whether participants are more like to rely on top�

down versus bottom�up information in reference resolution, recent societal changes in

pronoun usage may have caused the younger participants to have had more exposure to

and interactions with individuals who use pronouns other than the ones the participants

would initially assume. They may therefore have been more willing to revise their

gender representations of the characters in the items in this experiment, which would

allow them to interpret the pronoun consistent with their implicit causality predictions.

In addition to a possible e�ect of age di�erences between the clusters, previous

research has given several additional potential reasons for the di�erence seen in pro-

noun processing. Again, because the current study was focused on discovering what

di�erences exist, it is left to future research to investigate which, if any, of these factors

may have been at play in the current study. The following discussion thus highlights

potential avenues for future research.

First, di�erences in pronoun processing and the likelihood of using top�down ver-

sus bottom�up information may be tied to individual di�erences in print exposure and

language experience. Johnson and Arnold (2021) found that higher print exposure as

measured by the Author Recognition Task (ART) is associated with higher use of im-

plicit causality predictions in pronoun selection. Similarly, Langlois and Arnold (2020)

found that scores on the ART were associated with the extent to which participants

rely on a subject bias in pronoun interpretation, with higher scores leading to higher

subject-biases. The ability to make and rely on predictions may also be related to

language experience more generally (see Farmer et al., 2005; Hersch & Andrews, 2012;

Kaan, 2014; Mani & Huettig, 2012). Therefore, in items such as those used in our

study, individuals with higher text exposure may be more likely to rely on top�down

predictions in reference resolution.

Second, Nieuwland and Van Berkum (2006) found that the size of the Nref re-

sponse to ambiguous pronouns depends in part on Reading Span score, which was used

to assess language processing ability. Similarly, Qiu et al. (2012) found that in written

Chinese, pronouns that mismatch in gender with their antecedent elicit an N400 when
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the antecedent and pronoun are separated by a short interval, but a P600 at longer

intervals, and argue that this is due to working memory demands. In addition, Huet-

tig and Janse (2015) found using the visual-world paradigm that enhanced working

memory capacity and faster processing speed increase participants' ability to make

predictions based on article gender. Therefore, di�erences in pronoun processing in the

current study may have been related to individual di�erences in language processing

ability and more general working memory capacity.

Third, Van Berkum et al. (2009) found that ERP responses can be modulated

by individual di�erences in personal views on morality. In the current study, it could

have been that individual views on non-binary or transgender issues may have a�ected

whether participants were likely to revise their gender representations of the characters.

Finally, individual di�erences have also been found in how clear morphosyntactic

errors are processed, with some individuals displaying a classic P600 and others an N400

(Grey et al., 2017; Tanner & Van Hell, 2014). In the current experiment, then, at least

some of the participants in who exhibited a negativity to unexpected pronouns may

have done so as a result of assuming the pronoun contained a morphosyntactic error. If

that were the case, it might mean that some participants treated unexpected pronouns

qualitatively the same, as containing an error, but had di�erent brain responses based

on that. However, this seems unlikely, since the two groups of participants had di�er-

ent responses to the verbs following unexpected pronouns. Participants who exhibited

a P600 to unexpected pronouns showed evidence of qualitatively similar predictions

regardless of pronoun, while those who showed a negativity to the unexpected pronoun

appear to have changed their verb predictions.

4.2. Rapid verb prediction based on pronoun processing

This study also examined whether the processing of a pronoun would have an imme-

diate e�ect on readers' prediction of the following verb. In Experiment 1, readers had

slower RTs for unexpected verbs relative to expected verbs, but only after expected

pronouns. This indicates that the processing of the pronoun had an immediate e�ect

on the processing of the following verb. However, although that e�ect may have been

due to rapid prediction based on the pronoun, that is not the only possible explana-
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tion of the Experiment 1 results on their own. Participants may have made predictions

about the following verb regardless of pronoun interpretation�perhaps even prior to

the pronoun�but processing the unexpected pronoun may have simply made process-

ing the following verb more di�cult overall, so the e�ect of prior predictions did not

show up.

However, the results from Experiment 2 give further evidence that readers can

indeed make rapid predictions (within 500 ms) about the upcoming verb after reading

an expected pronoun, and perhaps even after reading an unexpected pronoun. Both

groups of participants showed an enhanced N400 to the unexpected verb when it fol-

lowed an expected pronoun. Because the N400 is more uniquely sensitive to prediction

than RTs, if the expected verb was predicted regardless of pronoun interpretation, we

might expect similar e�ects at the verb following either pronoun. Instead, the N400

indicated that expected verbs were facilitated more strongly relative to unexpected

verbs following the expected pronoun. There was still some evidence for preactivation

of the expected verb following unexpected pronouns in Cluster 2, but the e�ect was

reduced, suggesting that the expected pronoun at the very least caused a boost in the

preactivation of the expected verb. For Cluster 1, the evidence is even stronger, since

the expected verb showed an even larger N400 response than the unexpected verb fol-

lowing unexpected pronouns, suggesting that not only did the expected pronoun lead

to an update in verbal predictions, but the unexpected pronoun may have also.

Interestingly, this is true in spite of evidence that reading a pronoun does not

reactivate its antecedent in memory (Lago et al., 2019; Smith & Federmeier, 2018). It

was not the case, then, that the expected pronoun caused local priming of the expected

verb just based on reactivation of the antecedent in memory and spreading activation

to semantically related verbs. Despite the antecedent not necessarily being reactivated

in memory, readers still were able to update their predictions about the verb based

on the growing conceptual structure. These results are also inconsistent with general

conceptual priming of the verb, in contrast to the results in Delogu et al. (2019), since

the expected verb was generally a better �t to the context prior to the pronoun. If only

general priming was involved, we would expect it to cause the same e�ects regardless

of pronoun.
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When participants read an unexpected pronoun, the facilitation of the �expected�

verb was reduced for Cluster 2 participants and even reversed for Cluster 1. One expla-

nation for this is that participants' ability to make predictions about the following verb

was reduced, perhaps due to the additional cognitive demands required in integrating

a pronoun that violated implicit causality predictions with the prior context, in strug-

gling to resolve unclear reference, in revising gender representations of the characters,

or in dealing with a perceived morphosyntactic error. This would contribute to our un-

derstanding about what types of computational processes slow prediction (Chow et al.,

2016, 2018; Liao & Lau, 2020). However, there is still evidence that participants were

making some verb predictions after the unexpected verbs. Cluster 2 participants may

still have initially interpreted both the expected and unexpected pronouns as referring

to the same character, warranting similar predictions about the verb, and causing a

similar N400 facilitation for expected verbs, even if the prediction was weaker following

unexpected pronouns. As for Cluster 1, if these participants assumed that the unex-

pected pronoun did not refer to the character predicted by implicit causality, they may

have speci�cally not predicted the �expected� verb, leading to a larger N400 when it

was seen.

The results from the two experiments together suggest that participants did

rapidly update their predictions about the upcoming verb following both expected

pronouns and unexpected pronouns, although because the cloze probability of the two

verbs following unexpected pronouns was more equal, the evidence for prediction fol-

lowing unexpected pronouns is somewhat weaker. Still, this contrasts with other types

of information such as argument roles that can a�ect verb predictions only at a delay.

Chow et al. (2016) present a theory that readers predict verbs by �rst activating events

associated with the event participants without respect to the speci�c role played by

those participants, in a �bag-of-arguments� fashion, and then only later are able to �lter

those verb predictions based on argument role information (see also Chow et al., 2018;

Liao & Lau, 2020; Liao et al., 2022). In theory, one might have expected a similar e�ect

to happen here, since the pronoun is the �rst bottom�up indication that one of the

previous characters is involved in the upcoming verb. However, the fact that the verb

can be rapidly predicted based on pronoun interpretation suggests that the implicit
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causality context gives a boost to the verb, perhaps by causing readers to predict not

only potential referents, but the role those referents will play in the predicted causal

event. Further research is necessary to investigate whether a strongly predictive context

such as an implicit causality sentence is necessary in order for pronoun interpretation

to have such a rapid e�ect on verb predictions.

4.2.1. Prediction versus integration

An alternative interpretation of the results might be that the e�ects seen at the verb

in both Experiments 1 and 2 were due to integration di�culty, rather than facilitation

through prediction. The expected verb was generally a better �t for the context given

the expected pronoun than the unexpected verb. Given the unexpected pronoun, how-

ever, both the unexpected and �expected� verbs may have been equally (un)�t for the

context.

The functional interpretation of the N400 has been debated (see Kutas & Fed-

ermeier, 2011). This paper has assumed one common interpretation: that the N400

re�ects lexical access mechanisms and is sensitive to the extent to which lexical items

are preactivated through prediction (e.g. Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Lau et al., 2016;

Stone et al., 2023). Another view, though, is that the N400 re�ects semantic integra-

tion processes (e.g. Hagoort et al., 2009; Hagoort et al., 2004), and is only sensitive

to prediction insofar as predictable words are often also more easily integrated into

the semantic context. Other accounts argue for dual generators, such that an early

sub-component of the N400 is sensitive to e�ects of lexical access, and a later sub-

component to semantic integration (Nieuwland et al., 2019).

If an integration view of the N400 were correct, then these results would not

necessarily indicate that the interpretation of the pronoun led to rapid updating of

predictions about the following verb. Instead, it would just mean that the unexpected

verb was more di�cult to integrate than the expected verb following the expected

pronoun, but not following the unexpected pronoun. This possibility cannot be ruled

out by the results in this study, as it did not directly control for predictability versus

semantic integration di�culty.

However, several recent studies have directly compared the e�ects of predictability
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and plausibility on the N400. These studies have found a clear e�ect of word predictabil-

ity on the N400 even when plausibility, and thus semantic integration di�culty, have

been controlled (Delogu et al., 2019; Lau et al., 2016; Mantegna et al., 2019; Sun, 2022).

In fact in some cases, the N400 e�ect has been shown to disappear when words are

made predictable even when those words are not plausible in the context (Szewczyk &

Schriefers, 2017; Szewczyk & Wodniecka, 2020). These results would not be explain-

able under an integration account, or even under a dual-generator account in some

cases. This study follows these recent �ndings and assumes that the e�ects seen do at

least in part re�ect that the expected pronouns were more predicted than unexpected

pronouns, and that the interpretation of these pronouns led to rapid predictions about

the following verbs.

4.3. The use of the A-maze procedure and the maze task

This research also has methodological implications. The A-maze procedure for auto-

matic generation of competitor words in the maze task is relatively new (Boyce et al.,

2020). Although the maze paradigm is somewhat arti�cial and may therefore not ac-

curately re�ect processing that would occur in a more natural context, these results

demonstrate that the procedure, and speci�cally the generation of competitor words

with A-maze, can successfully be used to investigate the processing of unambiguous

sentences where the di�culty lies in the predictability of the words given, rather than

in ambiguity resolution as was used in earlier A-maze studies, although it may not

easily distinguish between possible sources of the processing di�culty. This is espe-

cially relevant in situations where in-person data collection is di�cult or impossible,

but in which remote data collection is possible (not only pandemics, but in researching

distant populations when travel is not feasible).

5. Conclusion

This paper investigated two main questions: whether pronoun interpretation in im-

plicit causality contexts can result in rapid predictions about the following verb, and

whether that is a�ected by individual di�erences in pronoun processing. It was found
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that reading an expected pronoun caused immediate facilitation of a following pre-

dicted verb. Following unexpected pronouns, verb predictions appear to have di�ered

based on how individuals processed the unexpected pronoun. If participants relied more

on their top�down implicit causality predictions to interpret the pronoun, their verb

predictions remained relatively unchanged, regardless of pronoun. If they relied more

on bottom�up information from the pronoun and interpreted the expected and unex-

pected pronouns di�erently, they also made di�erent predictions about the verb. Future

research will investigate possible sources for these individual di�erences in pronoun and

verb processing.
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